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NonProfit Communications: When the Sh*t
Storm Hits

Running a nonprofit organization can be one of the most rewarding and fulfilling of 
accomplishments. You get to be involved and make a tangible difference in advancing 
an important cause. It is challenging work; expectations are quite high for not only what 
you do, but how you do it.

Resources for nonprofits, time, staff, funds, contacts, experience and expertise are 
generally stretched as thin as thread. When something bad happens, possibly really 
bad, both staff and leadership can be caught without an umbrella or flashlight for the 
storm.

This e-book offers some guidance and support on how to best handle the more 
challenging aspects of an emergency. 
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One Thing at a Time:

Solving a problem is not possible until you can really understand exactly what problem
has to be solved. Begin by asking yourself a series of questions about what trouble 
faces you, and then you can begin to build the answer and solution. 

Identify the problem: 

What is in front of you? 

 What’s up: What kind of problem do you have? 

 What forum: Where is this taking place?  

 Who from: Who or what started this? Where did it come from?  

 How big a deal on a scale from 1-10: Just how worried do you need to be? 

So Now What: 

Plan Your Optimal Response

 Who will participate in creating the official response for the organization?

  What kind of answer will best serve your mission? 

 How the message will look and sound; what is the best manner and tone?

 When is the best time to react?

 How is the response going to be distributed, how will you communicate this 
information?

Follow Up & Follow through

 What caused the problem: analyze the 

 After the Storm:

 A  Silver Lining, Really? 
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 Planning some defensive strategies for the future:

– Financial, Legal

– Internal Succession

– Preparation Vs. Vigilance

– Internal Communications

 Leadership in Crisis: Your Legacy
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Identify the Problem Accurately:

Not All UFO’s are Spaceships: Something Nasty Just Landed
on Your Desk 

Unforeseen Occurrences are the very things that challenge you and can all too easily 
throw you off message. While it is important to divert attention and energy to whatever 
the immediate crisis may be, it is also important to keep on track without losing 
momentum and energy for the reason you exist in the first place.

In the face of any problem of magnitude, it is critical to remain conscious of your 
mission and goals. These unpleasant events can be as unexpected as a tsunami on the
day after Christmas, or as inescapable as a relentless wildfire; how you handle the UFO
is as important as the problem itself. We all know of many great disasters and scandals,
but tend to hear more about what happened afterwards, either with a  strong recovery or
fiery crash and burn 

It is the true responsibility of management to be alert and responsive to the event 
horizon; to triage and prioritize. 

Responding in a timely manner is imperative, but not at the expense of a well-
considered reply. 

Don’t allow the tail to wag the dog by not reacting, but responding.
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Do You Walk or Run into a Burning House?   

In my experience, the automatic reflex of leadership is to rush in immediately. It is as if
you see a house on fire and feel the urgent need to to save anyone inside.

But wait!   There is a difference between panic and urgent action. Decisions made in 
panic mode are often reactive and poorly thought out.

With many emergencies, rushing in may not be the best action.   It is important to be 
clear on a crucial distinction:  What is the house and what is the fire? 

Identifying EXACTLY what the emergency consists of is crucial to make the right 
decisions and choosing the best actions. 

Sometimes, the information can be deceptive; consider:

 Was the news story the problem, or was it the reaction of the viewers? 

 Is the problem pure nonsense and pot-stirring, or was it the reaction to something
else? 

 Why did the staff member quit? 
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 It can be helpful to ask these questions: 

What else surrounded this act and what will the fallout be?
Does this suddenly leave you a gaping hole or a huge opportunity?

Is this situation salvageable, or should it be?  

Professionals Assess First:

A seasoned fire fighter will tell you never to run into a burning building, you don’t know 
what is on the other side. 

Yes, you must respond with alacrity, but with good sense at the same time. You must 
also respond with full knowledge of the landscape, which includes parts that may not 
(yet) be burning.

When the alarm goes off:

 Stop, breathe; 

 Look all around, listen carefully; gather all the information you can,

 Assess, then and only then, act.
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Kinds of Problems

Where Can Things Go Wrong?

What to be on the lookout for; threats and opportunities for trouble can include:

 Media: bad press, negative stories, uninformed commentary, unflattering 
characterizations.

 Social media: the Wild, Wild West of rumor, innuendo, inaccuracy and 
inflammation.

 Divisiveness among different groups: division within the membership, volunteers,
board or even staff.

 Sudden loss of essential personnel: operational and management gaps, training 
and process issues.

 Financial: loss of major donor, big unexpected expense, a lawsuit, frivolous or 
substantive,  compliance or legal fees, and the impact of any of the above on 
revenue.
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Media: 

Bad Press: Is There Such A Thing? 

Emphatically, yes! The new kid on the block for bad news has been social media, but 
there is lot of weight that accompanies stories that arrive via more traditional media; the 
TV, newspaper and magazines.  

The danger is that if that a press comment appears in the ‘legitimate’ press, such as the
New York Times or Wall Street Journal, or on TV, it can be seen to be a more qualified 
piece of information and that news item or sound bite is frequently   copied to other 
media outlets.

Sometimes a response you provide will lend credibility to stories that they didn’t have 
in the first place. One way to address the need is to compare the gravity of the 
complaint or allegation against the credibility of the publication or the author. If it 
is NBC news or the Wall Street Journal, no doubt you must respond.  If it is a smaller 
regional, city-wide or industry specific publication, you must determine your level of 
response. It is important to create a firewall around smaller, more backyard problems 
with thoughtful participation and not let them get away from you. 

What would you do if your cause was given national network coverage that spins your 
clients and work in an unattractive or untrue light? What is the best course of action?
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Social Media: 

Loose Cannons in Social Media: 

Keyboard Courage

When I was a kid, one of the games we played was telephone: sitting in a circle, the 
first person would whisper a story to the kid next to them. One by one, the players 
repeated the story until we got to the end of the circle and the last kid told the story out 
loud. 

A big part of the hilarity was how everything changed: words, ideas and messages, 
and the story at the end was nothing like what it was in the beginning.

Social media can be just like this game: the ever-so-slight changes in tone, language 
or perception causes major changes down the line. Sometimes these changes are 
innocent, and sometimes quite deliberate. 

The Internet, Facebook, Twitter, and the speed with which anything can be uploaded 
to the general big world out there has inspired a new courage among the perennially 
angry and frustrated. It has never been easier to express and share outrage than ever 
before. 
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This allows some folks to abandon any loyalty to facts, or a comprehensive 
understanding of any situation or circumstance, and vent. Without a human face to react
to with these outbursts, the invective and nastiness can reach crescendo-like 
proportions.

The comments are not necessarily correct, fair, applicable or reasonable but are 
quickly and broadly shared which sometimes can let things careen out of control.

Many of the nastiest remarks come from behind screen names and therefore the 
authors take no public responsibility for the arrows they shoot; however they quite 
specifically target your organization, staff, membership, or mission. It is nice and safe to 
throw rocks and stones when you do not have to stand up and admit your part.  

This is the keyboard part; it is now up to you to show the courage part.

Divisiveness:

 Inside and outside

I once worked with an organization that had a small, impassioned membership. While 
they all shared a common problem, there was a variety of feelings about how best to 
direct the activities of the advocacy organization. The differing viewpoints became 
opposing forces and the internal bitterness became not only ugly, but interfered with all 
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fundraising and programming work. A small group broke off to start their own 
organization, diluting the voice and momentum of the larger group. 

This kind of behavior occurs when disagreements escalate into a flame throwing war 
that is more about being right than being effective. If there are conflicting camps in 
attitude and support, initiatives among members and target groups are destined to fail, 
or at least not return the goals they are designed to achieve.

Employee divisiveness affects the smooth operation of your firm, and often leeches 
out in subtle ways. Yes, everyone works too hard for too little; internal friction needs to 
be addressed as quickly as possible.  

This is a management emergency that is often subtle, but can have profound 
consequences.

Personnel and Other Fun Internal Emergencies: 

Not as public as media problems, but with an equal possibility of damage:

 A critical employee has an accident and must leave and will be virtually 
incommunicado for an extended period of time. You get the call on a Sunday 
afternoon.
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 Your friend, who has become an employee, quits, demands more money than 
you are willing to pay based on work performed, has threatened a lawsuit and 
you have no formal paperwork.

 The bulky envelope contains an invoice with a big amount due. From? Some 
state agency with a fine? Long legal-shaped pieces of paper that accuses the 
firm or someone who works with you of some major malfeasance? Some new 
regulation that requires an expensive activity that you know NO ONE will donate 
for to cover? The grant application requires an expensive audit?

Each of these things has happened, and I’ll bet you can think of other examples. Some
things may be easier than others to fix, however when unprepared, these things all have
the possibility of a really bad outcome.

The Bank Balance:

Oh Shit, Captain, We Just Hit an Iceberg, We’re Going Down
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“Hi, I hate to have to tell you this, but there has been a family emergency, a shift in 
priorities, and wow, we are really sorry, but no check this year or for the visible future.”

“So sorry, we feel that this new organization is a better match for us, and we will be 
moving our support to them this year.”

“You have not delivered on the impact you promised, therefore we will not be able to 
provide any further funding for you.”

You work hard to bring in and retain donors, and work hard to serve them. It can be all 
too easy to expect that ongoing support, once you captured their interest and care. You 
work to support that relationship and reinforce how valuable this donor has been to your
cause and mission, this sudden loss may have grave implications. 

No way could you have seen this coming, but the big hole in your budget is now in 
your lap.

Budget gaps and losses have impacts across all departments and the choices in front 
of you will not be pleasant. 
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It’s a Matter of Scale: 

How big a deal is this?  

Having prepared yourself for this possibility, you know you must take action. Here you 
must gauge the magnitude of the problem: is this 

 global, 

 national, 

 regional, 

 local,

or is the simply a tempest in a teacup?

The level of response has to be measured by the magnitude of the problem. There are
very few problems that can be safely ignored; the vast majority warrant a considered 
reply. Take a look from a distance and don’t get wrapped around the axle for a small 
issue, yet prepare well enough that you don’t bring a knife to a gunfight.
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Planning  an Optimal  Response:

As you consider how best to handle whatever it is confronting you and your 
organization, keep a few key points in mind:

1. Knowing the facts DOESN’T mean you know the story; it only means you know 
the facts. Get the Whole Story. 

2. Your adversary does NOT have to be enemy; your adversary may bring you a 
valuable perspective, or be the voice of others. Be open to the conversation, 
even if you don’t like it. Be respectful and patient, isn’t that what you want?

3. Be willing to speak the truth to power: don’t dodge or play games. Be willing to 
address the hard stuff with the chief, or chiefs. Do not sugar coat or misdirect. 

4. Trust, but verify. 

5. Beware of the Streisand Effect:

The Streisand effect is the phenomenon whereby an attempt to hide, remove, or 
censor a piece of information has the unintended consequence of publicizing the 
information more widely, usually facilitated by the Internet.

 In other words suppression isn’t always the strategy you hope it would be.
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Your Organizational Stand:

Frame all replies within your mission and purpose. Remind observers of who you are 
and what you do, and why you do it. It is crucial to keep focus on the big purpose and 
minimize the distraction to your work.

Don’t Ignore the Problem:  

Being Quiet and Hoping It Will Blow Over Backfires Every Time
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You must be proactive: you are the advocate for your organization and its constituents. 
If the message out there is not justified or correct, it is your duty to speak up.  

Just as with social media, the timely delivery of an accurate message of your mission 
and programming can go a long way towards correcting inaccurate information and its 
spread.

By failing to respond to a serious allegation, you risk losing control of the story.  Being 
well prepared with your facts, and having an identified an ‘official’ spokesperson helps 
you retain control of the situation. Without a strong response, the message is driven and
managed by others, not you.  

If nature abhors a vacuum, media is much worse; your silence will allow others to 
speak for you. 

Who Speaks for Your Firm? 

Who will speak, author and publish your position? Do you have a designated 
spokesperson? 

Will it be a staff member, the E.D. or President of the Board? The default generally is 
the lead staff member whose arms can best be around the problem and its solution. 
There needs to be some continuity to the public, and a united reply is necessary.

Consider this in advance, who speaks well and most comfortably? 
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Who understands the whole situation and can both clearly synthesize the situation and
speak accessibly about it? 

It will probably be you. 

Your Staff:

Your staff is your most important backer during a crisis: they will be the first point of 
contact for many, prepare them well. 

These are the people who will handle phone calls, emails and other contacts. They 
must feel aware, informed and empowered to represent the position you will take. If 
communication among the staff is poor, it will quickly become evident when trouble hits. 
Inconsistent, uninformed answers to inquires will quickly damage your credibility and 
undermine all your efforts to manage a crisis externally. 

Manner and tone are crucial here, as perhaps the completely vetted answer is not 
ready. An occasional practice with a problem call can offer your staff the ability to be 
calm and non-reactionary with an irate caller. 

Imagine yourself as the aggrieved party, how would you like to have your call or email 
answered?
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Consider  the Source:

 

Contact the journalist, or speak to the editor and directly address the inaccuracies. No 
journalist wants to publish something that’s incorrect; you may want to ask for a 
retraction or correction. Instant uploading and messaging via social media, means the 
press and the public have rapid access to all kinds of sources that can remain 
anonymous, or originate from un-verified sources. Remember that often third parties are
only too happy to embellish an existing story. 

Offer the journalist trustworthy information about the subject.

If it is a big deal, there are strong chances are you will have a number of other 
journalists following up, and offering additional opportunities for your response. 

Make your message clear, non-defensive, and most importantly, factual. 
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This is a Tough One: 

Don’t take it personally.

Unless it is a personal attack, and those do happen, this is not a time to be defensive 
or hostile. Take control of the interaction with calm, reflective language. Remember 
what the goal is: to defuse the bomb with no injuries. Imagine you are the person 
posting, how would you like to be heard? (Even if you wouldn’t be caught dead 
behaving and speaking as they are).

Right or wrong, don’t be a jerk. Courtesy goes along way, even if it doesn’t start that 
way. If you are indeed in the wrong somehow, admit it. If you are not, being gracious 
has never hurt anyone. 

Keyboard courage is a fact of life; learning to deal with is best is crucial. Everyone 
watches and listens, and your handling of this crisis will be part of your professional 
reputation. Handle it with care. 

As I like to say, if you start with nasty, you have few other places to go; start with nice. 
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Ready, Set, Publish: 

The very second you react, respond, email or call, you are engaging. Remember to 
breathe first, and a few suggestions:

1. Don’t lie.

2. Don’t bullshit.

3. Don’t interrupt: allow other’s thoughts and sentences to be completed; earn that 
same courtesy by offering it.

4. Take notes; pay close attention to the language, the request or demand.

5. Engage in Active listening: repeat back what you HEARD, not your answer or 
reply:

 “I heard you say that you do not feel the true urgency of the cause is being 
addressed by our current programming, is that correct?”

 “I hear you say that you do not feel that the funds raised have been used as 
either promised or directed, is that correct? “
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 I hear you say that such & such has not performed as expected and you 
demand a certain action, is that correct?”

6. Be authentic, clear and direct: When you communicate, avoid jargon and tired, 
meaningless phrase such as political responses, which neither confirm nor deny. 
Use words that everyone understands and do not hide behind vocabulary or 
policy. People can see, hear and smell a fishy story.

Publish on Your Website: 

Right Up Front Where Everyone Can See It 

Acknowledge the complaint, attack or rumor; stick to the facts and do not take words 
out of context.

Publish your perspective with honesty and accuracy. Be sure the message is clear for 
all of your constituents and stakeholders, such as volunteers and partners. A little 
compassion never hurt anyone.

Some Dos and Don’ts:

      Do:

1. Stick to the facts: address them directly and do not adorn them with anything else
but the facts.

2. Stay within the forum that this started: don’t reply to a tweet on Facebook. 

3. Know your attacker: is this a reasonable person who is angry, or is this someone 
who is never happy and complains regularly? 

4. Keep calm and professional: don’t raise your voice or your caps button: don’t 
react, respond. 

5. Take the high road, it might not feel good right now, but the choosing respect and
restraint will serve you well in the long run and the look back.  
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  Don’t: 

1. Don’t go it alone: It is unlikely the attack is personal, alert your board and staff, 
depending on the level and tone of the problem.

2. React in haste, you might repent in leisure: pace yourself, be sure you are sure 
of the response and reply you are delivering.

3. Don’t rush in with promises you may not be able to keep.

4. This situation may look like trouble, but it is really an opportunity for leadership. 
Step outside of the situation and consider how this will appear to strangers. 
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Follow Up and Follow Through 

So what happened here?

What caused this problem?  Was your problem among the categories listed above? 
What if it wasn’t? 

 How did the situation start, and how did it evolve?

 Was there a precipitating cause or action, or did a pot simply boil over?

 Was someone minding the store or was someone asleep at the wheel?

It is important to look backward to allow you to look forward. It is important to figure out 
where things really started, what, if anything, changed the course of the problem as it 
evolved.

Examine where a word or action could have been employed to stave off the storm, or 
conversely, how a word or action escalated the unhappiness.
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Paying close attention to the dynamic of your problem that includes being clear about 
the genesis, approach and ultimate solution,  will help clarify what went wrong, when 
and how. This information is imperative in preventing a similar future episode.

After the Storm: 

Catch Your Breath and Figure out What Just Happened

Schadenfreude is the concept of taking joy in someone else’s misery. When we are 
secure and comfortable, it can be as entertaining as it is acutely painful to watch 
someone else face a major screw up.  These screw ups happen all the time and even 
the best among us don’t react in the optimal manner. At the end of this book are stories 
and links to disasters and emergencies that occurred so very publically, often with 
devastating results.

When this particular party arrives on your doorstep, it can be challenging to keep calm 
and navigate the dangers and pitfalls in doing and saying the best, if not right things, 
regardless of how well-meaning you may be.  The experience of others can educate 
and guide you; learning from other’s mistakes to help avoid making them yourself.

Keep in mind:

 It is usually the response, not the problem, which attracts most attention. Be very 
thoughtful. This will become part of your history. 

 It is hard to fight a secret war, assume someone is watching all the time. 
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 Beware of the politician’s response: Neither confirming nor denying will erode 
your credibility. Be direct, honest and authentic, see the no bullshit rule.

 Be alert of the Law of Unintended Consequences: what occurs is not necessarily 
what you were trying to do, but is what happens. Think about the next step, and 
the one after that. 

 Avoid paranoia:

            There are more unintended consequences than conspiracies.

There are more careless acts than crimes.

There are more good intentions than evil motives.

The Proverbial Silver Lining: 

Emergency Management IS Leadership:

When it is easy, anyone can be in charge. It is when things are rough that the qualities
of a good leader get a chance to shine.  Take responsibility for your organization’s part 
in whatever is happening. 

While it may not be your fault, it is your problem.

Historically, it is not the crime that causes such outrage; it is the denial and cover-up.
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Be direct and compassionate.  Inevitably, another nasty problem will show up in the 
future, how you handled this one will have a big impact on how you are perceived next 
time. Consider how your choice of reply now will replay in 6 months or 6 years.  

It is important not to be defensive and carry a chip on your organizational shoulder. 
Your detractors are looking for anger and will encourage divisiveness. It is your job to 
listen and unify as best possible. For sure, some of the nonsense you will have to 
confront is just that, nonsense; however your management of nonsense is really the 
engine here. 

Emergencies and crises are a part of the day- to -day life of any organization. With a 
little advance thought, they do not have to become terrifying or out of control. Stamp out
that little burst of flame before it becomes an inferno. 

As Smokey the Bear says, “Only you can prevent forest fires.” 

Aftermath II: Take a Big Breath and Look Back

I really get steamed when someone tells me how some huge pile of bad stuff is really 
a big gift in disguise. 

And I dislike it as much when they are right.
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Ask these questions and see what the answers look like:

1. How did it go? Were you able to address, reflect, respond and respect?
What did go right? 

2. Did it just get nasty and ugly?
Who did surprise you with their support, or who surprised you in a bad way?

3. Did it blow over?

4. If you were advising yourself, what courses of action would you have suggested?

5. With the luxury of hindsight, what could have gone better or worse? 

It has been said that time heals all wounds and I am not sure that is always true. But 
with the benefit of time, what will the history books say about this episode; how will the 
various characters play out? 

Checklist: 

1. Tie up all loose ends: Write a brief on the problem and it’s resolution for both 
internal and external parties. Be sure your online and printed information shows 
any changes you may have made.

2. Follow up with all media outlets and channels: are there any new forums or 
names to be added to your distribution lists?  

3. Be sure to acknowledge those who came through for the organization, those that 
stepped up and stood alongside you.  Recognize those who supported you.

4. Forewarned is forearmed: create a folder that includes anything related to this 
issue: emails, posts, calls, articles, file notes, communications, etc. into a folder. 
Just in case this should ever happen again.

It takes courage and fortitude to be a leader in any nonprofit these days, and even 
more to stand tall and straight to face a firestorm. 
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Civilian Commissions and Monday Morning Quarterbacking

But it's so easy looking at the game the morning after
Adding up the kisses and the laughter
Knowing how you'd play it if the chance to play it over ever came
But then a Monday morning quarterback never lost a game
Pam Phillips, Don Costa

Everyone has an opinion, and many eagerly share how you could have done things 
better, faster or more thoughtfully. But that sage advice can be hard to find in the heat of
the moment. After the dust settles, there is plenty of discussion about what should have 
been done.

While a certain percentage of the comments made won’t be helpful, many will. It is key 
to keep in mind that there is a vested interest in what your organization is doing and 
how it is being done. Weed out the complainers and nay-sayers, and listen for the 
pearls of wisdom that may be revealed. 

Even those who are on ‘the other side’ may offer additional perspective, language and 
ideas on how to go forward most successfully. History and current events offer many 
examples of crises gone right, and crises gone wrong. The margin for error grows 
slimmer as technology goes faster, taking that first deep breathe before going ahead 
may be the breath that can change the course of your history. 

Be honest, honorable, be brave, good luck!
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Planning for the Future: 

Financial and/or Legal Problem Avoidance:

None of your financial planning or activity SHOULD be seat-of-the-pants: clear 
records, plans and budgets are imperative. But bad things happen, often more a matter 
of when than if. Plot out what would have to change if a big drop in revenue were to 
occur, and what you can do now to provide the organization with some breathing room. 
Bring this possibility up at the next board meeting and what contingency plans might 
look like.

People threaten lawsuits all the time and sometimes bring them. 

 Who will be the go-to resources for any legal questions or threats?

 If you need professional advice or consultation, how do you find the help you 
need? 

These concerns are much less urgent when there is no threat, considering this before 
there is a need, or an urgent need, can save a lot of heartache.
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Preparedness vs. Vigilance

The very nature of the word emergency means they can’t necessarily be predicted, but
many huge problems can become quite manageable with a little preparation. As with 
putting new batteries in the smoke alarm on the New Year’s Day as a habit, having your
house in order can minimize many problems.

 Write everything down: keep a calendar, make notes about meetings, and keep 
copies.

 Have an automatic online back up for all the computers.

 Keep copies of all essential contacts and corporate information off the premises. 

 Have job descriptions for everyone, even if they are a series of bullets points.

 Keep all financial and legal records in one place. 

 Don’t ignore notices and any correspondence from the feds or the state.
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Internal Succession:

With traditionally smaller staffing, nonprofits may suffer even more when an employee 
leaves abruptly. If that person is in a leadership role, the loss of management and 
momentum can hurt even more. 

While considering or employing any of the above-listed plans for other emergencies 
will have you thinking about this eventuality. This needs to be something on the radar of
the Board of Directors, but often is not. The operational leadership, the E.D., Program or
Development directors generally shoulder this problem. Once again, keeping careful 
records can minimize transition for a temporary or new employee stepping in. 
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Employee Emergency Communications: 

Nothing tests internal communications more than a crisis. 

When things go wrong, you will see the cracks and slips that didn’t mean so much 
before.  A crisis strikes at the things that matter to you most: the organization’s 
reputation, your ability to retain donors, and professional relationships. Emergencies are
called this because they aren’t scheduled; it can be difficult to plan and prepare for 
them.  

Clear, reliable and effective communication, internally and externally, is critical to 
managing the crisis, and how to best direct the inevitable fallout. Crises and 
emergencies don’t last forever, but how they were handled becomes part of the legacy 
of your leadership. 
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Verbal Fire Drill: 

Pop Quiz

Take the time on a regular basis to make sure your current and new staff are crystal 
clear on the mission, the programs and whom to turn toward in the event of a problem. 
Be sure they know you stand with and beside them, and that their management of 
public contact is as important to weathering the storm as any official position or 
statement. 

Nonprofit Identity Checklist

The Basics: stuff everyone needs to know well

 Who You Are

 What You Stand For

 Who You Are Doing It For

 What You Are Doing

 Why You Are Doing  It

Without this simple, uniform, clarity, there will be more problems than solutions. Be 
sure to check this understanding from all the participants. 
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Good Employee Communication is a Two Way Street:

 Practice listening, and then speaking, not the other way around.

Some crises come out of the blue, but sometimes they are the result of other 
smoldering problems that have burst into flame. Some of these problems will have been
noticed by staff members, and the subsequent explosion will not come as a surprise. Be
sure your ears and office door are open to what the staff hears about. The leadership 
group may not have been aware of what is going on, but often employees will have 
been. Provide the opportunity for your staff to share what they have heard or know 
about; who knows, maybe a crisis can be averted.
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Leadership in a Crisis: 

In a tough situation a leader’s choices are often between bad and worse. If something is
merely between good and bad, chances are it has already been handled. The buck has 
to stop some place, and all eyes tend to follow that buck.

Treading thoughtfully, considerately, respectfully and honorably can test the best.  It 
can be fascinating to look at other disasters, not for the salacious and horrible, but for 
the ones that were managed as well as can be. 

The celebration of a successful conclusion travels faster and lives longer than the bad 
stuff. 
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• When the plane lands in the middle of a New York river with all souls saved, it 
became the stuff of legend; if the plane crash was a disaster, it would be been 
one more in a tragic series.

 When “ Houston, we have a problem” resulted in the safe return of the 
astronauts, it became a movie and catch phrase. If they had been lost, it would 
have been one more space program disaster.
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More than likely, when a problem is addressed in the most open, optimal manner, the 
issue fades, and discussion and drama has a very short life.  

Ask yourself, of all the events you have attended, what do you remember most? The 
day the rain ruined shoes and hair, or the good-enough events that you attend year, in 
year out? The best stories are either massive victories, or more likely, when something 
awful happened.

Then ask yourself what you would have done if it had been your event. 

You Will Be Glad You Did

For sure, addressing these items can seem tedious; certainly not the sexiest thing on 
your desk, but you will discover that it goes pretty quickly.  And this exercise will reveal 
what is missing, and what omissions have to be considered and addressed. It is a great 
feeling to check this kind of work off your list, knowing it is done and hopefully won’t be 
necessary. 

For those who walk around with all of this in their heads, assuring this backup is an 
important project to protect your firm and anything that may confront your operations. 

Having this information readily available, and have staff know where it is will not only 
keep you current but if there is a problem, identifying who, what and where will not be 
part of it.

It is hard to get excited about preparing for a problem, however, as with those pain-in-
the-butt fire drills; it is comforting to have at least gone through the motions in advance. 
Knowing where to start, even if it is with a deep breath, will help you confront and 
successfully navigate the inevitable hazards. 

You can’t necessarily control what happens, only how you respond to events. With 
some forethought and a little bit of planning, how you respond will offer you options and 
the deer-in-the-headlights responses of so many will not be your fate.
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A Few Last Thoughts: 
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Appendices: 

Some Unforeseen Occurrences

Richard Nixon continued the practice of his predecessors, Eisenhower and
Kennedy, of taping conversations in the Oval Office. But due to his problems with the 
on/off switch, his Chief of Staff, H. R. Haldeman, asked for a voice activated system to 
be installed, which began recording automatically when someone spoke. 

It was this system, and those tapes, that eventually were Nixon’s undoing as they 
proved he knew about the Watergate cover up.

 The horrifying and huge Exxon Valdez oil spill resulted in many coastal
states enacting laws placing unlimited liability on tanker operators. Oil companies began
hiring independent shippers rather using their own fleets and confront possible ruinous 
financial damages; hiring independent and more unreliable, less insured shippers with 
leakier ships. 

This has resulted in a greater number of oil spills and reducing the collectability of 
damages as a result of those disasters. 

 Prohibition, originally enacted to suppress the alcohol trade, drove 
many smaller alcohol suppliers out of business and opened the doors to major 
consolidation and hold of large-scale organized crime over the illegal alcohol industry. 
Since alcohol was still popular, criminal organizations producing alcohol were well 
funded and hence also increased their other activities. 

The War on Drugs, intended to suppress the illegal drug trade, instead consolidates 
the profitability of drug cartels and mirrors the gigantic problems that Prohibition 
produced.
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Nonprofit Communications Crises That Might Ring A Bell: how would you have 
handled these? You can’t necessarily control what happens, only how you respond to 
events. 

 Lance Armstrong & Livestrong  

 FEMA and Hurricane Katrina  

 Penn State and Jerry Sandusky  

 Susan G. Komen & Planned Parenthood  

Good Luck!

Thanks for reading- please leave thoughtful comments or questions:

http://www.laurenassociates.com/contact-us/
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